
CORONA: IT’S LIGHT AND SHADOW
 
 

On spreading the curse of death

and specific risks corona has

been playing a vital role in the

present history of mankind. Big

loss in many a field is found due

to dark impact of the fatal virus.

Covid-19 pandemic has led to

wide spread human and

economic losses. The global

death toll surpassed 9,50,000 in

September 2020 and continues

to rise. Government imposed

lockdowns and other public

health measures to protect

citizens from the virus have led

to an economic downturn of a

gravity and social chaos.

Covid-19 pandemic spreads a

striking downfall to society, business,

travel, tourism and global economy

to a notable extent. It spreads terror

to every corner of the world. The

increasing death rate creates a

shocking atmosphere over the

millions of people. The dynamic

wheels of education and industry

have been stopped. Labourers have

lost their bread and butter in the

lockdown atmosphere. Eco-tourism

has also been badly affected. 

Surrounding a national park or

wildlife sanctuary we find lots of

local people who are dependent on

the park for livelihood. Drivers of jeep

safary, labourers belonging to the

local areas have lost their bread and

butter during the terrible reign of

covid-19. Usually the possibility of

hunting and poaching in the park

seem to be increased.

The break down of tourism has

effected the livelihood of lots of

people. Being at a loss the

unfortunate people are being

engaged in different unexpected

jobs only for livelihood. This picture

shows the bitter reality of victimized

people in the reign of lockdowns.

The educative atmosphere has also
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been deeply effected. Students have suffered most as all the educational

institutions, coaching centres are being closed due to the impact of covid-19.

 If is clear that human destruction of biodiversity is one of the leading factors

of infections disease outbreaks. The ongoing decline of biodiversity has

already posed important risks to society. It is notable that the economy and

human well being depend on biodiversity for food, clean water, flood

protection, erosion control etc.

Over half of the world’s global domestic product is moderately or highly

dependent on biodiversity. As a part of the covid-19 policy response, investing

in biodiversity can help to minimize the risks. A number of countries have

integrated biodiversity measures in their covid-19 policy response. Examples

of biodiversity measures include changes to regulation on wildlife trade to

protect human health and job programmes. Governments should ensure

that covid-19 economic recovery measures do not compromise bio diversity.

The Government should maintain and strengthen regulation on land use,

wildlife trade and pollution and should promote jobs in biodiversity

conservation, sustainable use and restoration. Governments should scale up

economic incentives for biodiversity Governments of developed countries

should also support the poor and developing countries to safeguard their bio

diversity. Amid the chaos and shadow of death and destruction we find

positive side also of the covid-19 pandemic.        

The terror of corona teaches us to love and to be nearer to nature with

deep sense. Corona teaches us a classical lesson to love and to live

with all the creatures of God with the motto ‘live and let live’. The

feelings of brotherhood are deeply reflected in the shocking minds of

the people. The cruelty of corona is the same from the beggar to the

king. The language of terror and troubles from corona is the same for

all sections of people. Again people learn the bitter language of

bondage seriously like the birds and animals of a zoo in the dark

period of lockdowns. The urgent need of food and other essentials

enlightens the inner spirit of people with the feeling to help the needy

ones and the important lesson to save for the unseen future. The most

important feature bestowed by covid-19 is the lesson of cleanliness and

health-consciousness. The human beings learn the lesson of social

distance, sanitization, repeated hand washing etc. 

Corona helps to clean the atmosphere. All sorts of pollution in land,

water, air are gradually decreasing. As a result nature becomes much

cleaner and brighter than before. The rare ray of spiritual sensibility

also touches the shocking hearts of people.

It goes without saying the fact that covid-19 is an epoch – making

chapter in the huge domain of the colourful history of mankind.
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